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Do you have experience in restaurants? Are you currently working as a manager or in the field? Do you want to use the app with ease, and above all, make money? Simple POS is the software for you. * Simple POS is an approachable yet professional point of sale application designed to help small and medium-sized restaurants and bistros to manage the delivered and picked up orders in real-time, and check the total value of the command. * Can
be used on numerous POS * The program comes packed with all the necessary files to be run without a setup making it easier to use on multiple POS. The interface is plain and user-friendly, suitable even for novices, divided into the order management controls, the report buttons, and the menu editor. * Make your own menus with custom categories and food * Simple POS comes with default categories, like the appetizer, soup, seafood, chicken,
diet menu or pork, and foods specific for each group. Since the app comes with support for the Chinese language, most of the provided products are specific Chinese. * Edit general details about clients and modify the prices * From the "Pick up" menu, you can enter the customer's information, such as table number, name, phone number, address, city or remarks. In addition, you have the options to change the individual and total price for each
added food, as well as apply discounts for the current order. * Delete wrong commands and generate daily, monthly and yearly reports * Plus, the app lets you to easily manage misplaced orders by simply pressing the delete button. What's more, you have the option to select the payment method from the check, gift certificate card, cash or credit card. * Based on how many orders you had along the day, month or year, you can generate a simple
report with the total amounts for each day, month or year. * Approachable point of sale program Taking everything into account, Simple POS is a reliable and accessible software solution that packs the most important POS functions into a straightforward application, suitable for small and medium-sized restaurants. The main purpose is to enter and manage multiple food and drink orders. Read full description 100% Clean Clean Apps is a network
of independently owned software review sites that earn a commission from sales to qualified leads. We are the very first cross-promotion network on smartphones. Installed on more than 85 million devices to date.Q: How to
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XCode machine learning software that analyzes and manages Mac code and simplify it for you. KeyMacro is a complete solution for iOS and Mac developers that have Xcode issues. It helps you track down common problems and quickly fix them. DOCXWordPressThemesFor2KInstantly transform your WordPress site into a modern, stylish and creative WordPress blog. Using the state of the art iWP blog theme, youll be able to set up your own
professional looking blog within a few minutes. LATEST VIDEOS ADMIN Ebay: Stores Discount Coupons & Promo Codes Store Social Shop In Style Fashion Styles Fashion Trends Comfortable Clothing Competition: Update the Studio If you want to refresh the studio and change the look of your current one to a new style, you must update it from time to time. There is no doubt that the modern studios are very cool, but they also need to be
updated every now and then to keep up with the fashion and to make your visitors experience a unique one. This is the reason why you need to keep up with the latest trends to stay current. There is no doubt that these new trends are changing constantly, so you should keep up with them to stay updated and be able to attract more customers, and it is essential to refresh your site. When was the last time you updated your studio? If you are about to
refresh your studio and update it to the latest, we have some tips for you that will help you to choose the best color combinations. From the colors that can be used in the studio to the materials, we will help you to find the most suitable solutions that will make your work even more impressive and stylish. What materials can be used to create a modern and stylish studio? Your studio should be stylish and comfortable. That is why you need to choose
different materials that will make your visitors feel comfortable, and also you need to choose a material that will make your studio stand out. You need to use the best material that will make your visitors feel the best they have ever felt, and the studios and the work of art you will create will become more real and more innovative. In addition to choosing the best materials, you need to refresh your studio to a new style. The new 1d6a3396d6
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Simple POS is a professional yet affordable POS system for restaurants and small to medium-sized bistros. Designed to store and process orders in real time, the software offers a user-friendly interface that allows you to enter, manage, update, and modify orders and communicate with customers in a fast and safe way. Features: - POS System with POS Software for Restaurants - Order management and order processing - Clear user interface Real-time inventory tracking - Photo and custom menus - Processing cash and credit cards - Total invoices, orders and change of menu - Total restaurant sales, daily, weekly, monthly and yearly - Reports on daily, weekly, monthly and yearly sales - Communication with the customer - Currency converter - Database support System Requirements: - Windows OS - 2 GHz - Minimum 2GB RAM - For mac please read OS: 10.8 - PDF reader
application If you need any help regarding the application or need more information please feel free to contact our support for a quick response. Contact us: info@designerware.com Coming soon: The Windows POS Software. The next Windows POS software for restaurants will be released in the first quarter of 2016. The new POS system will include all of the functions that the current application offers and add some new features. Some of the
new functions and features are: ** Easy Order Entry ** Set delivery preferences for orders ** Printer integration ** Email reporting ** Search of ingredients by product ID ** Custom logos and banners ** Bidding on wholesale ** Custom sales channels ** Timetable ** Food preservation and expiration dates ** Updated French menu ** Camera printing There are a lot of new features that will be added to the new POS system. All of the
functions will be done by the end of 2015. Stay tuned for the release of the new POS Software for Windows. Simple POS is an approachable yet professional point of sale application designed to help small and medium-sized restaurants and bistros to manage the delivered and picked up orders in real-time, and check the total value of the command. Can be used on numerous POS The program comes packed with all the necessary files to be run
without a setup making it easier to use on multiple POS. The interface is plain and user-friendly, suitable even for novices, divided into the order management controls, the report buttons, and
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POS Kitchen Manager is a powerful yet easy-to-use, multi-user, point-of-sale (POS) restaurant management software for restaurant owners and managers of all sizes. It will allow you to manage everything from menus to stock. POS Kitchen Manager is a solid software solution that gives a restaurant owner the tools he needs to run a successful restaurant. You can customize a powerful, flexible menu with over 40 pre-loaded custom category
templates. Let you customers order from any category or create custom categories for each menu. Use hundreds of food icons with professional food photography. Build your menu with color-coded food icons and menu layouts. Now you can add, edit or delete menus or items in one click. Add your logo, type "Specials", "New Menu" or any other. Set up a reservation system and free up your valuable time with restaurant scheduling and
management. Create, edit and delete reservations to schedule your staff effectively. Let customers pick a date, time and even check in and out with zero missed reservations. Take full control of your restaurant with POS Kitchen Manager. Set up your own pricing rules and discounts. Get full reports on inventory and customer activity and track your restaurant's performance. In addition to the power-packed features, POS Kitchen Manager is a
reliable and flexible POS software for restaurants. We make it easy to manage a restaurant with great flexibility and powerful features. POS Kitchen Manager is a robust software solution designed for busy restaurants, bars, cafes and canteens. Features: Enter and Manage Multiple Orders View and Monitor All Orders Price, Quantity, Shipping Info, Pickup Date and Pickup Location Custom Food Icons Menu Layouts Category Management
Personalized Reports Reservations Custom Pricing Rules and Discounts Canceled Orders and Booking Details Supports multiple currencies and payment methods Multi-user Write Your Review Select a Rating of Good Great Exceptional Review Title Good Great Exceptional Leave your review Publisher's Description POS Kitchen Manager is a powerful yet easy-to-use, multi-user, point-of-sale (POS) restaurant management software for
restaurant owners and managers of all sizes. It will allow you to manage everything from menus to stock. POS Kitchen Manager is a solid software solution that gives a restaurant owner the tools he needs to run a successful restaurant. You can customize a powerful, flexible menu with over 40 pre-loaded custom category templates. Let you customers order from any category or create custom categories for each menu. Use hundreds of food icons
with professional food photography. Build your menu with color-coded food icons and menu layouts. Now you can add, edit or delete menus or items in one click. Add your logo, type "Specials", &qu
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 8 64-bit, Windows 10 64-bit Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.2 GHz or faster Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: ATI/AMD Radeon 7850 or better DirectX: Version 11 Hard Drive: 30 GB free space Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card Additional Notes: Run /winver to check for compatibility with this file.
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